






School's recent history, he was able to correlate these two developments. He was part
of e_ach, and through each he yas part of the other. It is fitting that special attention
be devoted to the retirement of this distinguished professor and deepty ioyal son of the
Divinity School.

. It is interesting to note that one article in this issue grows out of one of the central,
perhaps the central, concerns of the Divinity School --theology and culture. Just as
this has been basic for the School, so it has ulwuyr been for Piut Tillich. This is one
reason, among manyt why Tillich always fit so well into the Divinity School. His
selection as one of the keynote speakers at the official reopening of tire Museum of
Modern Art in New York attests to the impact this theologian^has tiua" on contemporary
cultural life. He does not simply 

_speak about it, he help-s to shape and to interpret ii.
Some of his insights, as stated in this article, may well bdprophetii as to the direc-tion of
modern visual arts.

The coming issues of. Cri,teri,on should be equally exciting. Big plans are under
way to celebrate properly the centennial of the Divinity School - fS?S-fgOS. Cri,terion
will participale in and report on these proceedings. Special conferences will be held
by each of the seven academic fields of the fadulty, at which outstanding scholars,
all_graduates of the Divinity School and present faculty, will read p"pJtr before
and engage T discussion with fellow alumni. These will includ" ^-ity of the
most distinguished scholars working in these ffelds. Thus Criterion hopes to keep
reporting on the new developments in the theological world today.

Dean lnntr-n C. Bneunn
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en" occur as variations on a leitmotif in Meland's
writings. Of course they indicate the sense of loss
in the present life of Protestantism. The story of
modern religion, as Meland tells it, is the tragedy
of a supreme insight and guiding heritage dissi-
pated, abandoned, or trivialized. Theology must
undertake the task, at the intellectual level, of
seeking to !'repossess the primal meanings of the
Christian ethos."'

oppose spirit to culture. At the same time neither
culture nor spirit shorrld be used as an honoriffc
term. Culture can be degraded, narrow and stulti-
fying; and spirit can be demonic. Christian the-
ology works within specific cultures and must seek
to discover the issues which concern the spiritual
life in every cultural context,

II
Tnn DnvplopMENT or Msr,aND's Tnoucnr
Meland stands, I have said, in the liberal stream

of American theology. He reacted against the
emotionalism and anti-intellectualism of a type of
evangelical pietism and he began his theological
rvork as a liberal interpreter of Christianity. But
there were three elements in the intellectual foun-
dations upon which Meland built which had for
him an especial signiftcance beyond that which is
usually characteristic of liberalism. Understanding
of these foundations is essential to the grasp o-f

the distinctive character of Meland's theology.
First, there was the assertion of knowledge of

God through religious experience, and a forriula-
tion of this knowledge through a critical method
which can be broadly inteipreted as scientiffc
method. This religious empiricism Meland found
in the thought of Henry Nelson Wieman, and it
has remained a fundamental element in his
theological method. Much liberal theology never
accepted a radical commitment to empirical meth-
od, but Wieman and Meland made this the key to
the validation of theological assertions by reason
and experience.

Second, there was the metaphysics of emergent
evolution as developed by S. Alexander, Henri
Bergson, and especially Al{red North Whitehead.
Wieman's first metaphysical formulations were
put in Whiteheadian terms. Here again ,there
was affinity with the main currents of liberal
thought; but with a difference. The theology of
divine immanence and the acceptance of the pat-
terrr of cosmic evolution as the context for the
Christian understanding of God were character-
istic of American liberalism; but the Bergsonian-
Whiteheadian strand was .more radically natural-
istic. A metaphysical doetrine of God and the
world was proposed as an alternative both to ideal-
ism and to materialistic naturalism. I have heard
Dr'. Meland describe the force of this new meta-
physical perspective as an earthquake breaking
through the crust of traditional patterns of thought
and offering a new conception of the being of God
and the nature of the world, along with a function-
al empirical doctrine of knowledge.

Evolutionary concepts led to the new theism
with its doctrine of God as involved in time and

I
Tnr MraNrNc oF Ctnrunn

Since the term culture plays such a large role
in the context of Meland's theology it will be well
at the outset to get his deffnition of the word and
to see how he uses it. In doing this we will come
upon some of the most important themes in Me-
land's view of man.

The key to Meland's thought here is that he
thinks of culture not only as an objective structure,
but as a stream of life which bears certain valua-
tions and sensitivities and which becomes therefore
a dynamic, formative power'in all human living.
IIe deffnes culture thus:

It is the human flowering of existing structures and
facilities, becoming manifest as an ordered way of
life in the imaginative activities and creations of a
people, their arts and crafts, their architecture, their
furrriture and furnishings, their costumes and designs,
their literature and their public and private eeremonies,
both religious and political,"

And he comments:
Each new generation comes into an organic inheri-

tance greater in depth and range than the perceptions
of any living person who is a member of it, Thus
people live in a context of feeling and awareness that
is ailvays beyond theii' grasp.emotionally or cognitively.n

Notice moreover the emphasis on the dynamic
in culture:

The culture is always an exempliffcation of the
structures of consciousness which are available within
the region to initiate ,psychical responses as well as to
express and to assirnilate meanings.u

The meaning of spirit in relation to culture
must be clearly understood. Spirit fol Meland is
the result of the creative process at the human
level. He speaks at times of spirit as the realm o{
m,eanings, values, responses and sensitivities in
which man's creativity participates. The realm of
spirit is therefore empirically accessible as the
created strrrcture of meanings. Meland rejects ten-
dencies such as those in Berdyaev's theology to

'fnu n*Iities of Faith (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1962), p. 56.

'Ibid., p.2I2.
a lbid.., p. L95.

,--,6-Fadth_and Cu.Iture (New York: Oxford University Press,
1953), p. 85.
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And it is
the theme

sciousness is stressed. The

of reliqion."n
earliesi book

which results from the
protect aspiration and
ity."'o

The quest for the recovery of the depth of
religious experience in which man finds the mean-
ings and empowerment for the creation of sig-
niffcant cultural structures continues through
Meland's writing through Seeds of Red,em.pti,on
(L947) and Ameri,ca)s Spi,ri,tual Cultwe (1948).
There is more emphasis on explicit appropriation
of the Christian tradition as embodying the ele-
mental religious power in symbolic form increases,
and this is the theme of See'd.s of Redem.ption. In
this work Meland wants to blend the biblical
mythical insight with modern metaphysics." He
says:

The ancient tales communicate this relationship
in the imaginative vivid language of myth and poetry;
modern metaphysics employs its modern myths to
articulato on a vaster scale than the descriptive word
afiords the scope of human destiny."

The stress on mythical expression is emphatic.
The literal-minded'cannot eriter the Kingdom of
Heaven.t*

Meland develops the theme of the gentle work-
ing of God and the contrast of that power which
the religious discernment finds in the divine with
the ruthlessness and brutality of the expression of
power of much human culture. We need the higher
sensibilities which will enable us to use rightly the
vast technical powers now in our hands.

Meland writes with prophetic insight against
the crass and ruthless tendencies in culture, and
he is no superffcial optimist. The working of the
gentle might of God involves destruction and
suffering. Man the triumphant sufferer is man
made in the image of God.'n And there is this
Christological passage:

I look upon this ffgure of the Christ as pre-eminentJy
a sensitive and solitary embodiment of those creative
capacities that enabled Him to live beyond the medi-
ocrities of His time.'u

So far it is fair to say, I thinh that Meland re-
mains within the fiamework of the liberal expec-
tation that the discovery and adoption of the right
religious attitude will lead to adequate knowledge
of God and point a clear way to cultural fulffllment.

s lbid,., pp. 292-293,
to lbid., p. 303.fi Seeds. of Red,emption

pany, 1947), pp. 40-41.
'2 lbid,,, p, 41.
as lbid., p. 43.
an lbid., p. tll.
tE lbid., p. 107.

uniffes

(New Yolk: The Macmillaa Com- force."t"

There is a sense in which this position remains
through the later period; yet there is a decisive
shift of emphasis on the content of the religious
affirmation.

ry
Tnn Lernn Prmoo

There are signs in Seeds of Redempti,on that a
new perspective is being born in the midst of the
o1d. I have noted that Meland here brings the
theme of sufiering into his description of the reli-
gious life. Faced with the mystery of the unful-
filled life Meland even asserts skepticism about
Whitehead's solution in his doctrine of the conse-
quent nature of God, and Meland takes the po-
sition that the only answer to life's evil is the
practical one of commitment to creative goodness.
He does speak, however, of this commitment as

something which can be achieved with ever more
sureness.

The decisive shift to the new perspective
comes, I suggest, in the brief but trenchant essay
The Reausakening of Christi,an Faith in 1949. (It
may be observed that the word 'Taith" appears in
the titles of Meland's last three books.)

Take the opening words of this book as indica-
tive of the way the problem of faith is now viewed:

The conviction has grown upon rne in recent years
that the human mind struggles against almost unde-
featable odds to understand its existence. . . .

Reason and observation give only truncated ac-
counts of existence. . . . The great epics in poetry and
in music become as a new source of sight and insight.
Their affirmations of faith as well as their tragic
laments take on more sobering appeal, and one realizes
that all these are the heightened, and sometmes des-
perate, utterances of men confronting the edge of their
being."u

The prophetic note shalpens in Melands
appraisal of the crisis of culture. "Our society is
hell-bent in this accumulative devotion to mass
and brute power."'o Now the source of hope is
much more explicitly identiffed with that which

rsThe Reawakening of Christian Faith (New Yorlc: The
Macmillan Company, 1949), pp. vii-viii.

'7 lbid., p. 103.
Le lbid.,p. 122.
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of the world as experienced, and as accessible to
our direct awaren6ss? Meland now declares for
both an immanent and transcendent dimension of
faith. The first is the aspect of faith as primordial
trust. This is given in the structure of man. It is

given in creation.'n But there is also faith as an
ultimate assurance which comes to man as a move-

It is the best that we do in response to the act of
faith which bears ht once the transparency of a faithful
witness and the marks of our own ambiguities as

creatures under God. It is in this sense that religion
must always stand in the "crisis" of faith.'n

What then of the diversity of faiths, and in
what ways can there be dialogue across the boun-
daries o/ the faiths? Meland Jeak with this ques-
tion in what is surelv one of the most sensitive,
thoughtful, and constiuctive analyses yet given of
this i'roble,m. He does not blink it th,i dificulties.
Each faith has its own structure of meaning woven
through the cultural ethos in which its witness is
carrieE. Yet "men have access to one another
as human beings in ways that transcend all cultural
and historical barriets."'"

Yet Meland does not believe that the trans-
cendent dimension of faith allows the theologian
to avoid the ontological problem. Assertions of
faith sav something 

-abouf the relation of man to
God an'd God to ihe world. The explication of
that which is implied is the ontological task and
Meland makes in this latest book some important
progress toward what he describes as an ontology
of spirit, or of spiritual encounter. He speaks now
of the "transceident life of spirit" which is inter-
nreted as the life of man when he is aware of
'and grasped by the reality of grace. This is en-

"o,tnt"r 
irittt th" depths of being, for man s life

is never something by itself, but arises from a
"commrlnal ground,"" tliat is from the ultimate real-
ity which glves rise to and holds together the
diversity of-creatures. Meland says he arrives at
this ontological outlook through a doctrine of in-
ternal relations. I take this to m-ean that he holds to
the logic of organic relatedness as alone adequate
to describe th-e being of man and his relation
to the creative grounil. As does Whitehead, Me-
land wants to keep a place for freedom and diver-
sity in external ,6htddt 

"rr 
among the creatures.

It is in the higher ranges of the sfirit that we be-
come more cl"early u#ut" of the ^kit d of internal
relatedness which spirit implies and requires.

This doctrine implies that faith witnesses to a
good which transcends all human forms and im-
Iges, even though it wolks immanently within all
human good. The witness of religion, Meland
says, "transcends all cultural goods," though to
live with faith as Christianity understands it is
to accept responsibility for the culture. We must
see that

co**Yturo*
Looking back over this theological pilgrimage

we see thal Meland has moved within the liberal
stream of theology, but that he represents in his
own way a development characteristic of the rna-
ior theoiosical tendency of our time. He has come
'to assert tf,at the Chrisiian message of divine grace
and forsiveness affords the real foundation of
meaning"ful existence. The good neqs of the new
Dower which leads to a new order of human exist-
bnce is the redemptive theme which ofiers the
real hope to our distraught world.

What is most characteristic of Meland's
thought, however, is that while he has more and
morJ brought the distinctive aspect of Christian
faith to the fore and made it determinative over
all rational and experiential search for reli,gious
truth, he has never'lost his sense of responsiSility
for understanding, intelpreting and relating th9
Christian faith to" the cdntext 

"of 
man's total cul-

tural life and his search for the understanding of
nature,

The Christian faith points to the ultimate
ground of all life, not 

-just 
Christian life. It

iffitms that God works in his grace and redemptive
Dower evervwhere. lVe are not to sit in simple
fudgment upon other faiths, but rather to acknoivl-
"eagi a judlment which rests upon all things- in
huiran exislence, and try to point to that reality
out of the perspettive of our ilie in faith. Thus th'e
end of tfie filgrimage for Meland is neither
nature ,ro, 

",iltrri", 
brit faith created by and ex-

pressed in a transcendent disclosure of meaning to
inan, It is the task of theology to interpret the
meaning of faith, not only in such terms as may
have bJen given in the itistoty of the Christian

-;-rbid^, pp. 303-304.
28 lbid., p. 357.
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How Is Culture a Source
for Theology?

Bernard E. Meland

The real,i,ti,es of fai,th are ai,tal, energi,es
i,n the i,mmecl,iaci,es of enperience.

O"- qr* hearing the question put this way I
recoiled from recogniznfi in it an] suggestion of
Iny gutr theology; Tor at"best it se'eme["a wrong-
headed way of expressing whatever truth might be
implicit in it. Yet _the fact remains that it was my
theology in part that evoked the question. Anil
this must mean that what I say and what I do in
theolo_gy conveys the impression or the judgment
that there is some subslantive relation belween
theology and culture. I,am not sure that, by add-
lng o_ge_mor_e_paper to what I have already written,
I will be able to make my position aiy clearer
with regard to this issue. However, se'eing this
issue in the context of my method as a whol6, and
thus in relation to othei aspects of my thought,
should help toward bringin! forth an answer to
the question.

In any case, I take it that the Council's purpose
in asking me to present this paper is more tactical
than theologicall It is, no do^rbt, to present to our
distinguished friends and colleagues, Williams
and Spiegler, a speciffc target at which to aim. I
c_an just hear the members of the Divinity Student
Council_reasoning among themselves and saying,
"Meland is diffusJ enongh even when he is precisE.
Let us then narrow the range of this difiusion."
So be it! I shall try to provide vou with such a tar-
get; but I warn you, tfie targef may turn out to be
a nymg saucer.

I
_ My theological method presupposes that all
human existence takes place within a particular-
ized orbit of meaning. An orbit of meaning is de-
termined by the cultural history of a specific peo-
ple. IntercLurrg" with alien anf, rival 6rbits o'""rrr
from time to time; hence syncretization and secu-
larization are intermittently present. Yet, histori-
cally speaking, primoldial irives within a culture
achieve suficient focus in the form of sensibilities,
modes of awareness, and reflection to genepte
both a characteristic mind-set and a p6rsistent
thrust of the psyche. One has only to looi< around,
or to move,around, among the various well-deffned
culture-groups of East and West to get some inti-
mations of these contrasts in historical develop-
ment. The human response, therefore, is hedg6d
about by two kinds of-limitations: 1) the hmlta-
tion of ffnitude or creatureliness which applies to
all men; and 2) the limitation of the cultuTal orbit
of meaning which prepares the human mind and
psyche within a given area of human association
to receive and to react to occurrences in speciffc
and characteristic ways.

The tendency_of every people is to employ the
terms of their orbit of meaning universally! i.e.,
to speak for every man. The effect of this ten-
dency has been to impel each cultural faith to
conceive of itself and its perspective as being

Brnueno EucrNr Mnr-eNo is an alumnus of the Divinity School of the University of Chicago (8.D. 1928,
Ph.D. 1929). After te-aching at Central College in Fayette, Missouri and Pornona Coile[e,'Claremont,
California, he returned to the Divinity School and served on its faculty as Professor o}'Constructive
llreglogy for- eighteerr years. He retiied in June, 1964. Professor Meland has written several books:
Modern Man's Worship (rc34); Seeds of Red,em.ption, (1947); Ameri.cals Spiri.tual Culturo (194g); The
Rea;toakening of Ch'rirti'rnr Faith'(lg4g);'Hi,gher ndu"oilor.*ta tlru Hunran, Sptrit (I9SJ1) fa#n ana
Culture (1953); The Realities of Faith, (Id62).
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- In anlr case, you may ffnd it helpful to know
that Fai.th and Culture and The Realities of Fai,th,
as well as the earlier efiorts of mine tn Seeds of
Redemptian, and The Rea:usakeni,ng of CLuristian
Faith, represent a concern to bring emergent and

12

grganismic _insights to bear upon our religious
history as this cultural and relifious history takes
its rise out of the Judaic-Christian myth of-primal
beginnings. It would be accurate to say th'at my
efforts parallel Whitehead's metaphysi-cal vision
and, at certain crucial points, partake of it; but
they do not stem directlv from-it, as vou can see
from the qualiffcations Ihave;usf citdd.

{.ithin the Creative Passage there occurs the
passai;e of_history, not as a siigle stream, but as
diverse cultural currents, each-of which has its
own dynamic structure, integrating through mem-
ory, precedent, custom and much more, the se-
quence of events- and actualities that have
constituted its living stream., The, dynamic pas-
sage of events within each culture has given fbrm
to _a Structure of Exparienco which can be said
to be the enduring structural residue of the cultur-
al history within its particular orbit of meaning, as
seen from within the persp,eetive of every preient
moment of that history. The Structure of Experi-
enc_e is thus the present immediacy within the iotal
and inclusive Creative Passage. The distinction
between these terms is some*hat comparable to
the distinction implied in the contras[ between
"Essence" and "Existence," though the context
here is the culture, rather than individual man.

Within each Structure of Experience there is
to be found a p_ersisting, elemental myth, giving
shape to its cultural mqthos, expressive of the
hard-earned, endurable modes of response, sub-
liminal for the most part, which have folmed with-
in that orbit of meaning. A third step, then, is to
come to an ade_quate understanding-of this phe-
nomenon of myth in the culture, and of the rn{thos
that continues to shape its orbit of meaning. ilfyth
is the elemental resfronse of a people to"whai is
ever present as an ultimate demand and rneasure
upon human existence. It reaches to the level o,f
the creaturely stance which a people will assume
in speaking of their existence. lt afiects and
shapes not only language, the mode of thinking
and speaking, but sensibilities of thought, psychl
ical orientation, and thus psychical eipectitions.
fn our moJe soplristicated afriltechnical theological
speech, ,this culturVl 6lnn is often expressed in
universal terms as the response of the individual:
e,9., sensrrs nu,mi,nous, "sense of destiny," 'idea of
the holy," "ultimate concern," etc. In-using such
terms one may intend to transcend the cultural
myth, or he may simply mean to point to a quality
of response implied in all myths which cln b-e
legitimately assimilated by modern man and cor-
related with his use of reason. As a way of evok-
ing- general acceptance of this elemental response
within the modern ethos, these terms serve a
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the human flowering of existing stmctures and fa-
?lities, becoming maiifest as an Jrdered way of Ufe in
the imaginative activities and creations of a people,
t-heir arts and crafts, their architecfure, their furniture
and furnishings, their costumes and designs, their
Iiterafure, their public and private ceremonies, both
religious and political. It is in their formative ideas,
giving direction to their educational efiorts and cus-
toms, as well as to their religious notions and practices,
their social graces and manners; in their habits of eating
and body care; in their modes of livelihood and the
social organization that follows from them.'

Cultu,re, then, is any society seen in terms o{ its
total human expression, wherein the accumulative
qualities of li,oed historq and, oxperi,ence are made
vivid and distinctive. To be sure, spatial demarca-
tions in the history of peoples are by no means

{xed or enduring;'yet iheie has be6n sumcient
durability of largl and small blocks of human so-
ciety througlrout the world's history to enabtre one
to say that there have existed "clearlv defined or-
bits 6f human association" in which distinctive and
pervading qualiti^-rs of experience have developed.
Mobile and unstable as lhese demarcations fiave
been, they suffice for speaking in a general way
of varying human cultrires, diitinctivd clusters of
human growth evincing a particular structure of
experience.- Thus, in speaking of man or men, of
people or the human community, we deal in ab-
stractions until we conceive of these men or com-
munities within historical orbits of association that
have yielded distinctive cultures.

The cult, or the cultus, is generally deffned as
aparticular system of worshrpl including its body
of belief, its organization, as riell as its cdremoniai.
Often the culiexists as a culture within culture.
That is to say, the cult becomes so effective in
redefining an orbit of spatial existence for its de-
votees within the culture as to exclude much that
is expr_essive of human growth outside its restric-
tive orbit, thereby rendering it nonexistent for its
own defined purposes. Yet ihis exclusion is never
totally effective; for even under the tightest con-
trols, certain minimum linejs of commun-ication be-
tween cult and culture are made necessary, even
if they have to be underground and clandestine.

The history of our Western experienee presents
considerable variety in the relatibns betwien cult
and culturg ranging from the secretive encounters
of the catacombi to-the quasi-secularized religious
societies of recent liberil vintage. To whaiever
extent religious organizations and culture may
have coalesced, however, each of them has nevei-
theless continued to be in some sense a particular
focus of religious witness and practice.

Now in Western society there has emerged a
--ilAuolities of Fatth (New York: Oxford University
Press, 1962), p. 212.
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third distinctive focus of the religious witness,
namely the individual, or the indiiridual experi-
ence. In the earliest stages of Near-Eastem-and
Western experience, individuality was virtually
nonexistent. Personality, insofar as the term
exist-ed, was understood to mean corporate per-
sonality, expressing the mentality or'spirit 6f a
people ifrtoi gh intividual repreJentativles. Even
throughout early Christian history this sense of
conformity to the coqporate image persisted, both
within religious and political socie[ies. Individu-
ality appears to have been an outcome of the rise
of the city states in Greece and Rome and the
consequent dissipation of colporate control or even
of _corporate ties, Nonconformity in religious and
politic;l spheres was by ,ro *"irrs an iinovation
peculiar to that period of our history, but non-
conformity as 

-an -expression of individual experi-
ence, r'ivaling both cult and culture, was.

In subsequent years, say from the eleventh
century on, this particular form of religious wit-
ness, rising from and resting upon the authenticity
of individual experience, rias-to become increai-
ingly formidable in challenging, and at times
radically altering, the religious 

-witness of both
cult and culture.

Now I mean to argue that the Christian wit-
ness, rather than being contained, as it were, with-
in the community of believers commonly identified
with the formai organization of the church, has
been exercised, witlivarying degrees of d"ffrritirr"-
ness, throughout Western history, acquiring a dis-
tinctive focus, with varying degrees of intensity, in
these three areas or vortices of experience.

This way of looking at the witness of faith
presupposes, as I have said, the concreteness of
God's working at the level of the Creative Passage
in each morient of historical time and a svfi-
bolical (or cognitive) participation in tine myihos
arising from the witness to the living Christ. In
some instances, the former may be vividly known
as concrete experience, with little or no lnowl-
edge of its s)'mbolic reference. In other in-
stan_c,es, the s;rmboJic level of its meaning may be
readily acknowledged and verbalized- without
experiencing a vivid sense of the empirical realities
of Spirit as these are concretely encountered. I
am trying to be attentive to both levels, to the
empirical as well as to the symbolical. I am con-
cerned to say that responding to the revelatory
event in ]esus Christ is not just a matter of pei-
petuating the recollection and psychical shaping
of an historical event through memory and tradf-
tion, but of experiencing a wo'r'k of judgment and
grace concretely in the depth of present events
and relationships. Participation in the mgthos
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Now that I have -"#1n" point that the source
for theology, substantivety sp&king, is the dimen-
sion of ultimacy within historv and within nresent
immediacies, and that this (Iltimate Effidacy of
Spiritls received within our structured experience,
I can be free to point up the way in which culture
plays a role in- shapinig o,lr 

"h"orrrrter 
with its

realities, and in giving v6rbal or symbolic response
to sucfr encounters.

In the ffrst place there is simply the matter of
language itself] forms of spee6( characteristic
modes of ^t\oug\t, facilities Tor inquiry and the
imagely of thoright that is employed' in'any given
period of history in carrying the verbal attd lot"l-
lectual business-of the_olcigy.- This was a major em-
phasis of the early Chicago School under Shuilet
rVlathews, who argued that"the social mind of every
age was formative both of the problems that arose,
precipitating theological discussions, and of the
analogies and social- patterns by which solutions
to problems were sought and found. I have added
my weight to this effort, pointing out in addition
that the, imagery of thoufht in airy period of his-
tory within a culture tends simultanebusly to offer
new opportunities, not only for seeing into prob-

lems and issues, but for seeing realities"afresh,*even
for repossessing what has 6een lost to previous
generations by reason of restrictions which its
imagery of thought imposed; and to.enclose the
new generatio-n within the frames of meaning that
are particularly appealing and illumining to-it. I
have pressed this point sufficiently, perhaps, ir *y
later writings, so I shall not buide^n vori with it
further. WEat I should like to do iristead is to
argue that the culture makes a concrete contribu-
tion to theological understanding and thus, in a
way, to tantalize you with the sugeestion that the
culture may be more substantive""as a source for
theology than I have acknowledged.

I shall begin by pointing out what has been lost
to theologicaf undeistandiig because of the tend-
ency to conceive of the witness of faith too narrow-
ly and excJusively. The formal accounting of
Christian theological history, say between" the
fourth and the se-venteenth c'enturies, has adhered
rather rigidly to the doctrinal history of the cultus.
Our theological history, therefore, in large measure
is the story of the Christian consens,rr."It record.s
the line of Christian thinking emanating from the
victory of the majority or the pady in power in
church councils over bompeting views 

"'trd 
,ri"*-

points, with some marginal reference to minority
groups o_r individuals who provided some opposi-
tion to this Christian consensus. As a history of
dogma, i,e., as a history of Christian belief that
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became controlling and mandatory, this account-
ing is fairly reliable. As a history of the Christian
witness, however, it is highly selective, consciously
biased, and apologetically inadequate. Except for
isolated instances of this Christian witness beyond
the ffrm line of conformity within the church,
much of the non-conformist expression of the
Christian witness has probably been permanently
Iost. Thus we have come to know the Christian
story and the Christian witness within this vast
ancient and medieval
authoritative,

through the
of the estab-

lished church. One large exception to this state-
ment can be made; and this eiception points up
one important bit of evidence for the thesis for
which I have implicitly pled in my writings on
Christian theology, namely that the cultura pro-
vides an important supplement to the churchs
formal witness to the faith. The exception is that
intermittent shafts of reflected light from the en-
vironing culture filter through these cultic discus-
sions sufficiently to give hint of divergent views
and voices. For an accounting of this cultural
witness we have been largely indebted to church
historians. Incidentally, I should like to say that
one of the important reasons for having rich ofier-
ings in church history, in addition to historical
theology, is that church historians are more likely
to do justice to this witness of faith within the
eulture beyond that of the formal cultus than his-
torians of theology, Church historians are the true
secularists of theological seminaries. They mingle
with literary and p6litical historians, wiih arcli-
tects, dramatists, and art collectors. They even
visit bawdy houses, dives, and beer cellars, looking
for artifacts that will ffll in their story. I have evi-
dence of this if anyone is interested,

The church historian, when he has been imag-
inative, re_sourceful, and enterprising, has provid-
ed us with our best accounts of this witness of
faith issuing from the culture; though often he has
done so with a sense of guilt inasmuch as he con-
ceived himself to be a church historian, and as
such, so he thought, should conffne himself to
more recognizable church activity and functions.
But I would argue otherwise. What has been ex-
pressive through the culture, say within the medi-
eval period, and captured in church history, is not
just a pale reflection of that found in the formal
cultus, nor a spillover from it; rather it is the
gospel story re-enacted and communicated with
the subtlety and sensitivity of the creative talent
within art forms: in the medieval miracle plays, in
the cantos of a Dioi.ne Comedy, in wood cawings,
in painting, or even in the floor plan of a cathedral.
It is this story amplifted or exempliffed in the
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this more eTplicit form of seeular knowledge and
activity within Western culture, the sensd of its
c-ontinuity with the Christian mythos has become
difficult to sustain. Roman Cat[olic scholars and
churchmen have forthrightly declared the modern
period of the West to be a post-Christian era in
culture. And the implication bf their characteriza-
tion has been that dnly in the authoritative insti-
tution of the F.oman Catholic Church is the wit-
ness of faith to be found and acknowledged. The
orthodox line among Protestants has simulated this
eccle"qiastical judgmlnt; thus theology in this con-
text has meant specifically church theology. The
Free Church tladition in Protestantism, 

""tid. 
lut"t

Liberal Protestantism, has, in general, veered from
this orthodox line only in insisiing upon an appeal
to th-e right of private judgment, #hich in Li6eiral-
ism became an appeal to religious experience or
to a judgment of fact. Out of this Free-church and
Liberal heritage has come a form of theologizing
r,vhich has often eschewed the formal trad"itioni
of church doctrine, combining in its stead a se-
lected body of Scripture witlipresent-day claims
based .,por, _ittdividiral experierice and jridgment.
Among non-liberal Protestants of the Fr6e clurch-
es, the culture has tended to be more and more
excluded from their,concerns, leading ffnally to a
dissociation of theology ,and cultur6 as explicit
and as decisive as in orthodox traditions. fhes.
non-liberal Protestant free churches have adonted
a_po_licy of "Christ 4.gainst culture" which has" im-
plied even more disavowal of any cultural influ-
ence in theology than in orthodoxy.

Liberal Protestantism has taken a different
stand on this issue. Along with its concern to give
credence to the witness if individual experieilce,
liberal Protestantism has sought to avaiiitself of
the guidance and control of the cultural disciplines
in the interest not only of achieving relevarice in
its interpretation of Christian faith-but of bring-
ing integrity and intelligibility to its formulations
within the modern idid .

Now my efforts must'be seen in relation to
these several established procedures. I have argued
that theology cannot adbquately convey the"wit-
ness of Christian faith bt conceivins of its task
within the bounds of th6 institutionil church. I
have argued further that it cannot do so by under-
taking to express it simply in terms of individual
experience or judgment, as clariffed and tested by
contemporary cultural disciplines. What I seek tb
add to these, even within the modern period, is the
data which comes from the witness d the culture
within which both church and individual have
achieved their historical experience.

Now you will readily see that to argue that the

l8

vortex. 
- 
In this respect, tr find myself moving into

a postJiberal metEodology.
My method, f am inclined to believe, rests

precariously upon the assumption that our culture
cannot extricate itself from the Judaic-Christian
mythos,,any more than any exiitent event can
relinquish its past as it lives on in the shaping of
its present structure and dynamics; or, to speak of
human events, as one lives on in the presenl shap-
ing of one's individuated psyche and stmcture bf
experience. One can modify and discipline the
emotions attending these past valuations, one can
summon t-h"*, insofar is they are articulate
within one's conscious experience, to confront the
demands of new occurrentes and new knowledge.
Thus, in part, this primordial shaping can be.-at-
tered; but, in part, it cannot be altered. To the
extent that its shaping goes deeper than man's
conscious awareness, it tends to elude the con-
scious efforts
their

And in this I mean to take issue with
modernism as such, as we have corne to know it
in the West.

But I seek to rest my case not simply upon the
persisbence of this elem'ental shaping'of o.rt struc-
ture of experience, but on the soundness of what is
implied in this elemental dimension of existence,
however much its historical working out in West-
ern culture may have prov_en off,ensfve to sophisti-
cated and disciplined irinds of the modern p'eriod.
By the elemental dimension of existenc" I'*eun
simply living with an awareness of the fact of bir.th
and death, confronting *-a4 existence, its range

9f opportuntty f9r lr"ryq fulfflment, not only wiri-
in these acknowledged limits defined bv birth and
death, but with creiturely feelings appropriate to
them. Simply living within theie tiiirits on a so-
phisticated level, shunting ofi emotions, anxieties
and inquiries evoked by an appropriate elemental
depth 

-of 
our nature, is the usualcommonplace pose

of sophisticated modernity. It is a pos6 that-was
given intellectual credence a generation ago by the
pseudo-scientific dictum, "all-beginnings and 

-end-

ings are lost in mystery," thus seeming to release
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idiom, but faith in the reality of a New Creation
that meets us in every event of betrayal or blessed-
ness, in every experience of sin and forgiveness, in
every encounter with defeat and despair, and in
the joys of the re-surrected life that f6lows again
and again upon this experience of judgment "and

grace as. we mingle with our fellowi, of whatever
confession, or of no confession, and as we stumble
into or out of the stark, tragedy-laden events of
these harrowing experiencei of present-day his-
tory.

I have done my best in these pages to declare a
truth about the Christian faith that;il not let me
Be and which motivates my every word in formu-
lating a Christian theology. That truth is that the
realities of this faith are living, vital enerqies in
the immediacies of experiencef As such th"ey are
no respecters of persois or situations, or forirs or
institutions; though they exist and transpire
through forms andinstituiions. But the forms'vye
provide will not contain them - neither intellectu-
al, aesthetic, moral, or institutional forms. I have
said elsewhere that "the Christian gospel leaps
beyond the sanctuary into common p"l""tr, Iike'a
ffre that is no respecter of structurei particularlv
of those that would enclose or containits flames.',
Sq too,_with these energies of grace and judgment

9f whiglr the Gospel splak^s. this does riot ilnply,
I would argue, that lhe fo,rms, institutions, ;;d
structures which we create in order to express,
convey, or clarify this life of the Spirit are bf no
avail. They are of the utmost imporiance when we
are dealing with the problem oT our own under-
standing of these realities, or with our own efiorts
at disciplining our capacities to receive and to
respond to them. Every conscientious concern to
achieve intelligibility in apprehending the Chris-
tian faith spea-ks oui of ari integrity oi mind that
carries its own justification. Fr"ry caution to pre_
serve a sensd of dignity and resiraint in our ap-
proach to^r1hat is h;Iy Lttests to the d"p.h ;i ;il,
witness of faith, and to a humility thatls propor-
tionate to it. Every intimation of sensitiviti iriact
or expression in bearing_ witness to our faiih gives
evidence of the disciplining to which we Yrave
submitted in restraining egoi-stic passions and feel-
ings, thus summoning ttrem to d more discerning
Ievel of wonder in worship. fn each of these way;
let us confess, we do go aitray, making idols of dur
human forms of seniibilitiei, our caiegories, our
codes of conduct; /et through each oi them we
open ourselves to the chastening efiects of a human
grace that is akin to the sensitMty that is in God.
We do not become divine by becoming more hu-
man; but neither do we attain spirituah[i by deny-
ing our humanity! Yet, when #" p.rrro" these hir-
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fact that, as human forms,
threat as barriers to what
our human measure.

I must add a footnote to these concluding re-
marks. I am conffdent that some of you wilffeel
that I have exaggerated the role of culture in the-
olog/, even falsifying its relation to the church.
You may wish to crittcize what I have presented,
s_ayitrg,_ "But don't you recognize that -Christians

themselves are people of the culture? The culture
is in the churches, 6ven as the churches are within
culture. The distinctions you make here are arbi-
trary and misleading."

I am glad_you asked that question. In reply I
must say: to be s_ure, Christians are people oi [he
culture, and to that extent the culti,rretis in the
churches, even as the churches are within culture.
fn our modern society the lines of cleavage or
demarcation are not sliaryIy drawn. Neverth"eless,
they exist because therelie distinctions between
the_ p_eople of culture who are witlrin the church,
andlhe-people of culture who are"without it. In
this respect, Christians, who are also people of the
culture, do not fully embrace or e*piesi the cul-
ture in all its dimensions of human loodness and
evil. Let me put the matter bluntf and boldly:
I mean to exfrress a conviction thdt neither t6e
glory of the 6uman spirit, nor its degradation in
major.key, appears wilhin the comminity of the
committed. You can qualify tha! !n whatever way
you wish. It_does require qualtftcation in order
to be reasonably accufote. But face the extreme
assertion of this convietion ffrst: there is somethinE
about Church Christianity that depresses the crel
ativities of men, that for-eshortens^ their imagina-
tive and critical powers and impels theri to
lu-lpect concern with qualitative attainmen! thus
lulling them into or eiren summoning them to a
preference for_ mediocrity. We should"now qualify
the 

-assertion by saying-that n_either the gl6ry of
the human spirit, nor it-s degradation in ma"ior'key,
appears readily within the churches. By this'I
mean to acknowledge that there are to be found
within the churcheslhose for whom these human
creativities mean much, and who in themselves
express this qualitative outreach of the human
spirit. But they are lone voices, crying in a wilder-
ness. It is true that they who speak"in this wav
are lone voices crying inihe wildbrness of moderir
culture as well; but-the fact remains that when
they appear, they appear as a more formidable
expression_of this dimension of our humanity. And
thus, simply on the pragmatic basis of turning to
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KATHRYN WEST

Kathryn West came to the Divinity School of the University of Chicago

as Assistant to the Dean on October 15, 1963. A native of-Oklahoma, Miss

West received her B.A. degree from Southeastern State College, Dirrant,

Oklahoma, in 1957. She has been a reporter and photographer for the

Dennison Herald of Dennison, Texas and the Assistant to the President of

Austin College, Sherman, Texas, Recently, she was Coordinator of the

Third Quadrennial Convocation of Christian Colleges and Universities and

the Administrative Assistant to the National Student Christian Federation

of the National Council of Churches.
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"The Road to Realism"
A Report on the Spring Conference

by Clark M. Williamson

rn
I his year's Spring Conference was a festive oc-

casion, in which the career and thought of Prof.
Bernard E. Meland were celebrated, appraised,
discussed and for which gratitude and appreciation
were expressed. Despite its festivity, however,
there was a bittersweet air hanging over this
assembly, for the conference was a tribute to Fro-
fessor Meland upon the occasion of his retirement.
And for all those to whom, in his career here,
Bernard Meland has embodied the spirit of pene-
trating theological inquiry and to whom he has
been one of the mainstays of the Divinity School
and of the theological field, the occasion was
tinged ]ry ,h:-:g:low of a parting.

Professor Williams'openi4g paper, which is re-
printed in this issue of Cri,teri,on along with the
papers of Professor Meiand and Professor Spiegler,
traced the course of Meland's theological career,
which I have ventured to call "the road to realism,"
and set the tone for the whole conference. Williams
defined "culture" in Meland s thought as the ex-
empliffcation of structures of consciousness avail-
able within a region to initiate psychical response
and to appropriate meaning. Hence, culture is the
matrix within which the individual life is lived.
And "spirit" was defined by Williams as a new
emergent within the process of nature and life,
i.e., a result of creative processes within life or a
realm of special meaning arising from distinctively
hurnan ways of living. In this way of putting the
two definitions, culture and the realm of the spirit
are not two separate, individually distinct and
discontinuous realities; rather, culture is the mani-
festation of spirit, it is the concrete weft of human
life through which God's grace is channeled.
These deffnitions of "culture" and "spirit" are
maintained throughout Meland's work - particu-
larly his latter works - and they are never dropped.

What we see, however, is the gradual transforma-
tion of this theological presupposition in such a
way as to make it serviceable in the intelpretation
of a more realistic approach to the human situa-
tion.

Williams chancterized this transformation in
four ways: the progressive optimism of Meland's
early Liberal period was sobered by the progres-
sive accommodation to the tragic view of life; the
early stress on mystical experience such as is found,
e.9., in Modern Maris Worshi,p, gave way to the
stress on faith, which seems to place a greater

In Modern Maris Worshi,p, Rudolf Ottq who
was the first to deffne God as :'totally othey''
("totaliter elitef') and Karl Barth are criticized
for driving the gulf between God and man so deep
that an experiential awareness of God is impossible
for man, and the possibility of the occurrence of
religious knowledge of God within the full depths
of life is dismissed. Meland's confidence and opti-
mism are seen in their fullest ebullience and ex-
hilaration in this book, where he deffnes American
religion as "at-homeness in the universe." The
next book, Seed.s of Redemption, whrle still confi-
dent in man's religious experience, bears more
marks of a bent in the direction of realism. De-
stmction and suffering as well as fulffllment are
taken into account and we have the signiffcant
statement that "man the triumphant sufferer is

Cr-enr M. Wrr-r-relrsow is a Ph.D. candidate in the ffeld of Christian Theology and holds the B.D. and
M.A. deglees from the University of Chicagq. He served as editor of the third volume of Paul Tillichs
Sgstema'tic Theologg and is Assistant to the Dean of Disciples Divinity House.
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theologizing had been pitted over against this in
the name of empiricism, an aspect of Meland's
career whigh, for-pulposes of shirpening his criti-
cism, Spiegler overlooked.

In his summary statement, Professor Loomer
made several remarks on the subjects discussed in
the conference. He said that Mr. Meland's theolo-
gy is elusive because of his conception of the ob-
ject of theology - "the more." Since we cannot
possess the more, we always approach it indirectly
ind,have only a "margin of i"t,iltigilility" with re-
gard to it. In this connection, Mr. Liromer also
commented that the term "faith" helps Meland to
maintain the distance between us and the object
of faith, to emphasize its transcendence. This is
an interesting cgmment upon Melands theological
career, especially when one considers Meland's
strictures on Barth and Otto in Modern Monis
Worshi.p. Perhaps Mr. Loomet's most intriguing

remark came when he said that atheism had never
been a real alternative for Meland and that, there-
fore, Meland had never suffered from the personal
pressure to develop an ontological understanding
of God. In this sense, Loomer added, even he
himself could dispense with the whole ontological
business although, of course, he does not propose
to do sq nor is this the only reason for the im-
portanee of ontology. Loomer went on to add that,
nevertheless, empirical theology has never given
an adequate account of the ontological being of
God and stated his feeling that for this reason
Hartshorne must be listened to more seriously.

The last and climactic remark came from Pro-
fessor Long, who again picked up Spiegler's em-
phasis only to turn it around and say that Meland's
theology is a religious theology - in which it is
understood that religious realties must be appro-
priated religiously and talked about religiously.

DEGREES CONFERRED,
L963-64
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FACULTY NEWS
Three members of the faculty of the Divinity

School of the University of Chicago have been made
full professors as of July l, 1964. JOSEPH M. KITAG-
AWA is Professor of't-he History of Religions; NA-
THAN A. SCOTT, JR. is Professor of Theology and
Literature; GIBSON WINTER is Professor of Ethics
and Society.

Prren Houexs (M.A. '62, Ph.D.'64) has been
appointed Associate Professor of Theology and Psy-
cholo'gy at the Hartford Seminary Foundation in Hart-
ford, Connecticut.

Sor.rny E. Mrer (M.A.'38, Ph.D.'40) has received
a joint appointrnent as professor in the departments of
history and religion at the State University of Iowa
in trowa City. Dr. Meade had been Frofessor of Amer-
ican Church History at the Southern California School
of Theology in Claremont, California.

Jeurs D. Mosrrlr.sn (1944-46), rvho is presently
Dean and Professor of Church History at Northern
Baptist Theological Seminary in Oak Brook, Illinois,
has been granted a Lilly Post-Doctoral Feliowship
Award for study in England from March through Sep-
ternber, 1965. He will be appointed an Honorary
Fellow of Regent's Park Collegg Oxford and plans to
do research in seventeenth-cenfury Puritanism.

Paur, C. Nynolvr (Ph.D.'52), Professor of Church
History at Wartburg Theological Seminary in Du-
buquq lowa, has published A Studg in lmmi,grant
Historg: The Americani.zation of the Dani,sh Lutheran
Chwches in Ameri,ca (1963).

Rrcruno Ponn (8.D. '42, Ph.D. '55), Professor of
Church History at the College of the Bible, has been
appointed visiting scholar at Harvard Divinity School.
Professor Pope has received a fellowship from the
American Association of Theological Schools for re-
search on "The Impact of Scientific l{istoriography
on the Study and Teaching of Church History in
America."

Luplr.e Snrrrn RscrEn (M.A. '38) and her husband,
Hans E. Regier, received their master's degrees in
Social Work from the University of Missouri on June
5, 1963. They are now employed as psychiatric social
workers at the Marshall State School and Hospital for
the Retarded at Marshali, Missouri.

Mac LrNscorr Rrcrnrrs (M.A: '61) has been
appointed Instructor in Religion at Millikin University,
Decahrr, Illinois.

Husrox Srvnrn (Ph,D. '45), Professor of Philos-
ophy at Massachrrsetts Institute of Technology, has
received a Danforth Associate Award for 1964-65 in
recognition of outstanding scholar"ly work combined
with excellence in teaching."

GnRHaRD E. Spmcr-nn (8.D. '56, M,A, '59, Ph.D.
'61) has been appointed Professor of Contemporar.y
Theology at Berkeley Baptist Divinity School, Berke-
ley, California. Dr. Spiegler was formerly Assistant
Professor of Religion at Haverford College in Penn-
sylvania.

Welr,ecr H. Tnnnv has been named Washington
correspondent for Ti,rne magazina His appointment
makes Mr. Terry the first Negro correspondent for a

Crilerion

ALUMNI NEWS
Ronrnr W. Bunrneu (Ph.D. '64) has completed

his ffrst year as Associate Professor of Historical and
Systematic Theology at Concordia Seminary in Saint
Louis, Missouri, after having taught for ftfteen years
at Valparaiso University

Hnna A. Devrs ('33) became Research Investi-
gator for the Mental Hygiene Clinics of Delaware in
March 1964.

Gsoncn Wnsr DreHL (1930-31) was honorably re-
tired after a 48-years' ministry with the Presbyterian
Church in the United States by the Presbytery of
Lexington, Synod of Virginia, on July 1, 1964. In May
1964 he was granted the honorary degree of Doctor of
I-*yq by Concord College, Athens, West Virginia; he
had been its president frorn 1925-1929.

Eurvrrrr E. Err-uNn (M.A.58) has been appointed
associate professor and acting chairman of the depart-
ment of religion at Paciffc Lutheran University, Ta-
coma, Washington.

Anrntrn Fosren (Ph.D. '64) has been appointed
Dean of the Faculty at Berkeley Baptist Divinity
School, Berkeley, California. He was forrnerly As-
sociate Professor of Pastoral Care at the Methodist
Theological School in Delaware, Ohio.

Gsoncn GonnH (Ph.D. '41) was appointed Chair-
man of the Division of the Humanities at Hollins
College, Virginia in 1963. Professor Gordh's book,
Christinn Fai,th and.lts Cultural Expressi,om, was pub-
lished in 1962 by Prentice-Hall, Inc.

Doxar-n T. Gnev (Ph.B. '11, M.A. '12, B.D. '13)
celebrated the ffftieth anniversary of his ordination on
May lQ 1964.

Enwenu A. HrNny (8.D. 1907) retired on May 3I,
1964 after almost 58 years of service as a library ad-
ministrator. Mr. Henry began his career as Librarian
of the Divinity School of the University of Chicago
(1906-1928); he has since served at the University
of Cincinnati, at George Peabody College, and at the
University of Miami. During a year's leave of absence
in Jerusalem, he organized the library of the American
School of Oriental Research. Mr. Henry also taught
Biblical Literature at the University of Cincinnati for
many years.
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Some Oueries to
on His

Professor Meland
Paper

How Is Culture a Source of Theology?

Daniel Day Williams

Hebrai,c mgthosl Platoni,c mgthos; mod,ern m,ythos

T* paper has interested mg moved me to an
even deeper appreciation of Mr. Melandi capacity
to_go to the heart of the theological problem, and
it has raised some questions in my mind. In spite
of the many y""rr'I have been'associated #ith
Professor Meland and learned from him, I had
not quite grasped the direction of his thought as
it appears in this paper. Or perhaps what is here
represents a further movement in a direction
which caught me somewhat unprepared. If I exag-
gerate to the point of misrepresentation urhat he
says it is_for the puqpose of grasping some impor-
tant tendencies in his present thought.

I do not need to dwell on the fact that my
understanding of the theological task as it appeais
to us who stand in the liberal tradition with Dr.
Meland is very close to his. Through the years I
have been 

"*ar" of his ever deeper"insistence on
two things: ffrst, that.the theologfadequate for our
situation cannot be conffned to the stlictly scien-
tific mo{es of expression, fundamentally important
tlrougll those ard, And slcond, his insiitence upon
the radical character of the Christian revelation of
the situation of man, the reality of estrangement,
and the central need of the giace of forfiveness
which the Christian faith briirgs.

And I have shared with the overall theme of
this present paper that theological method cannot
be restricted to an explication of any one source
in the tradition, even^ the Scripturej but that it
must somehow relate or correlate the biblical per-
spective with secular modes of understanding bnd
with the concrete experience of us who live in this
century, facing these kinds of problems, having to
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ffnd our humanity or lose it in our kind of world.
I found especially pertinent to our present situ-

ation his remarks toward the end about the difi-
culty of realizing the heights and depths of the life
of faith within the established religious institu-
tions. This fact that in some way our very life in
this kind of community relieves us of the necessity
of examining ffrst hand some parts of "the tough
world" haunls me continually. 'The great respecii-
bilities and economic securities whiih lend a cer-
tain necessary peace and serenity to our lives tend
to remove us one step from the ruthlessness and
pathos of life as it is for most people.' I do not know what we 

"ari 
ddabout this and

remain theologians; but I lnow we had better
acknowledge the fact and make it a subiect of
continual [ersonal reflection, self-disciplirie and
prayer.

I must add that we should resist the tendencv
to adopt only a negative attitude toward th'e
church's cultural sensitivity and power. I believe
Vaughan Williams' ryusig will endure as long as
anything being produced in the world of secular
art today. And _we can be grateful for the honesty,
o-nginality,_ and power of much contemporary
clrurch architecture, to mention only these exam-
ples.

Now- !o the paper and Dr. Meland's interpre-
tation of his theological method. I come directly
to the point which has given me the shock of
surprise and a new look at his movement of
thought. It is the very strong emphasis on cultural
relativism as determining the ultimate context
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Now I must pause to meditate, reflect, and ask
some cautious questions. We are seeking a meta-
physical explication of the creative act of God.
But we are confronted with an alternative between
the Hebraic and Platonic myths. Evidently there
is more than one myth in our culturg and we are
given a choice.

But I am puzzled about the nature of this
choice. What are we choosing about? Of course
it might be said that the point here is a rather
peripheral one in theology; it is only a matter of
some special problems concerning the nature of
creativity. But I cannot dismiss the problem so
easily. Whitehead did not, and I dont bekeve
that Mr. Meland regards the matter as peripheral.
It makes a great difference how we think of the
creativity of God as it is related to the world, how
God acts, and what this means for human action.

I have several comments to make and some of
them involve the interpretation of Whitehead on
points where I must admit there are rather difficult
problems both of what he intends to say and of
some aspects of his doctrine of God. But on one
point Whitehead is quite clear. It is not simply
that he regards the llebraic deity as 'too primitive"
for modern metaphysics; but that he regards at
least one major strand in the Hebraic conception
as presenting us with an imperious tyrant, over-
riding ethical considerations and in the end re-
pudiating human freedom. The church gave to
God the attributes which belong to Caesar, White-
head says. Further, he argues that the Semitic
monarch was united in Christian theology with the
sophisticated notion of the Unmoved Mover in
Aristotelian metaphysics. What has to be criticized
here, according to Whitehead, is not something
merely primitive, but something far more effective,
contemporay, and dangerous than any strictly
primitive notion could be.

f am aware that Mr. Meland makes much the
same criticism of certain strands in the tradition
which override freedom. Indeed I have always
thought of Meland as having drawn out White-
head's theme o{ the divine tenderness to its utter-
most limit and affirming it with an absolutism
which presents some genuine ethical difficulties.
Whitehead says that the heart of the Christian
revelation is what Plato discerned intellectually,
the victory of persuasion over force, and I ffnd
this a major motif in Meland's work. I am there-
fore genuinely puzzledby Meland's statement that
the Platonic myth has been only "marginally and
intermittently efiective" in olrr culture and then
only at the intellectual level. Are we talking about
the same thing? If the Platonic myth is that of
the divine persuasion then it surely underlies Me-
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land's interpretation even of the Hebraic myth.
I am, I admit,'betraying a bias if not a theo-

logical prejudice. But I think the attempt to solve
the theological problem by repristinating some-
thing called the Hebraic myth or world view, or
the "biblical w4I of thinking" over against the
philosophical way, has led us into some blind
alleys in contemporary theology. It has split the
mind of our culture, and it has led to some fan-
tastically wrong-headed, if not just plain wrong
interpretations of the first centuries of Christian
thought. One only needs to read James Barr's
discerning analysis in The Se,mnnti,cs of Biblical
Language to see how parochial and mistaken the
attempt to bypass the complex issues of the cul-
tural background of the biblical view has been.

I am aware that Mr. Wieman has made a simi-
lar argument against Whitehead in Tha Source of
Humaxl Good,. And I understand this in Wieman
for he does not like the structure in Whitehead s

doctrine and he tends to be skeptical of any meta-
physical order or logos, and so he chooses what he
calls the Hebraic view over against Whitehead.
But Meland does not renounce metaphysics, he
projects a metaphysical vision, he has a doctrine
of Cod which he claims allows for precisely the
kind of freedom for the creatures that Whitehead
was concerared about. What then is involved in
this choice of the Hebraic over against the Platonic
myth? I would like to understand this.

We can pass more quickly over a second point
because it has to do with Whitehead more than
with Meland, but while I grant that Whitehead is
not too clear on how God acts in the world other
than through the primordial nature with its Pla-
tonic and Aristotelian offer of a lure to the eros ol
existence, surely when we consider the consequent
nature of God, the tender care that nothing be lost,
the work of the cosmic artist and poet, the love
which floods into the world, the notion that God
as an actual entity is the supreme exempliffcation
of efficacious creativity, I cannot see that his doc-
trine is iust to be opposad to the Hebraic myth of
creation. Indeed Whitehead himself is far more
Hebraic withorrt surrendering his Platonism than
his formal statements make clear.

But I stay further with this of Melands
and raise now a
says a choice must be
and Platonism. And he chooses other than White-
head, not on philosophical grounds but on grounds
indicated by "hints from cultural anthropology."

I ffnd this statement truly fascinating, espe-
cially from the standpoint of theological method.
A decisive choice in the grasp of our underlying
mgthos is hinted at by, of all things, cultural
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odology, but presenting a query as to whether he
is really representing to us the full dimensions of
what is involved in carrying it through.

There is ffrst the metaphysical question which
I have already been discussing. But now it ap-
pears with even greater insistence. For Meland
claims not only immediacy but ultimacy for the
content of the faith. How is this ultimacy dis-
covered, asserted and explicatedP

The statement about "creative passage" here
leads to some queries. God assumes "a new degree
of concreteness in human history."

Does this mean that the creative passage is less
than "concrete" in itself? This seems to suggest
an ontological pattern. And what is meant by
degrees of concreteness? If the pattern is that of
an ultimate abstractness or potentiality which be-
comes concrete in history by degrees, then the pat-
tern seems not Hebraic but indeed Platonic and
Hegelian.

What I see here is that the relation of the
Creative Passage to the actualities of history is an
ontological problem. It is the question of the
power of God, the nature of God's action, the
question of the right categories for God, including
person, spirit, structure, form, being and non-
being. If we are going to use the pattern of
emergence in this way we cannot recoil from the
ontological task. It must be carried through. We
must make it clear how and where this dimension
of ultimacy is disclosed and what it means for the
creatures. In what sense is there an ultimate in
creative passage, ultimate in power, in value, in
the order of explanation? Or in what?

The phrase "degrees of concreteness" leads to
a second question - this one about Christology.
We can remark that Meland has shown himself
much more adept and profound than a good deal
of contemporary theology. He was demythologiz-
ing before Bultmann, and yet without that tend-
ency to the reduction of mythological language
which seems to leave Bultmann sometimes rather
arid.

Meland seems quite untroubled by questions
about the historical Jesus, and in reieading his
books I have been struck by how little interest
he shows in the internal problems of biblical the-
ology and especially of biblical Christology. But
I am left uneasy here. It is good to extract the
essential matter and say that energies of iudgment
and grace are released in history through the good
which was in Christ. Meland is a profound inter-
preter of these energies. But I k6ep wanting to
ask, "Just how are they released, what is it in the
New Testament story that happens both to judg-
ment and to grace?" What are the aspects of the
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concrete history (we say we are empiricists) which
have this decisive.signiffcance in the preaching,
the healing, the Cross, and the Resurrection? It
is not enough to be impressionistic about this. Our
problem is "culture as a source of theology." We
need to know what it is that is given to us by way
of grace and judgment in this decisive event which
gives us a cri,terion with which to move through
our culture. And we need to know how this dis-
closure in Christ is related "by degrees of concrete-
ness" to the histories of grace and judgment before
and after Christ.

It is here that the problem of biblical theology
seems to me crucial for the theological task, and
whatever our resources for dealing with it we can-
not ffnally meet it without trying to penetrate the
mythos at the focal point of its expression. And
this seems to me, the more I meditate about it, a
profoundly challenging, difficult, and as yet un-
resolved task. How much is history, and how much
metahistory? What do we do with the extraordi-
nary symbols, the special vocation of the Christ,
the healing, the cry of dereliction, the resurrection?

And does our Christology in the end force us
to choose between the Synoptics and John, or
does it become Pauline, and if it does, then what
is our doctrine of atonement, of the church in
history, and of last thi,ngs?

I realize I am laying about with large ques-
tions which no theology can neatly answer; but
I am asking Dr. Meland for two things: for more
insight into the methodology of dealing with the
Scripture and the tradition, and for a more ex-
plicit offering of doctri,ne. Christian theology is
the search for the doctrines of God, of Christ, of
salvation, of history, of eschatology. And grant-
ing the supreme importance of the openness and
dialectic and freedom which Meland gives to
theology, I ask for a clearer delineation of the
structure of the faith.

I come to the third aspect of my queries. It
is the question about the place of ethics in the-
ology, and of the iniplications of Meland's per-
spective for ethics. This is surely a crucial issue
for any relating of theology and culture. It is
with this that the church has struggled from the
beginning. How is the new energy of grace and
judgment related to the answer to the question,
"What ought we to do?" We have to move from
ethos to eth,ics.

Here it has always seemed to me that Meland
not only appropriated Whitehead but absolutized
one very important strand in Whitehead's
thought, namely the opposition of persuasion to
bmte force as the key to the Gospel. Whitehead
seemed to ffnd here an ethical criterion for the
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Ground - Task - End of Theology
in the Thought of Bernard E. Meland

Gerhard Spiegler

Let us si,n braaelg i,n theologi,ai,ng.

In inviting me to the annual Spring Conference,
the representative of the Divinity School Associa-
tion iridicated that it was the puriose of this year's
conference to honor Professor Meland. He has-
tened, however, to add that "to honor" did not

he has provided "may turn out to be a flying
saucer." Constructive criticism reouires the' acY
ceptance of two conditions: willingiress to fail to
do justice to the complex and rich detail of the
cliticized position; willingness to expose oneself as
a target for attack. It is only petty criticism which
permits one to be cautious and therefore protected.
fn constructive criticism one must risk abandon to
and movement with the creative force of thought.
It requires exposure to threatening possibilities
and movement away from the safely established
regions of thought. With these thoughts in mind,
I am ready to pay homage to Professor Meland by
way of constructive criticism. As you all knolrl,
Friedrich Schleiermacher refused to be the found-

mean to
to
in the
of the Di
yhity Student Council was plotting to set up con-
ditiohs for a constructive battle. I"am willirig and
ryady to do battle in honor of my revered teJcher,
Bernard Meland. I only hope that three years'
residency_in the peacefil Qiaker com-unity of
Haverford has not dulled my weaDons.

It was with pleasure and ielief b'ut no surprise
that I noted Pr6fessor Meland. s willinsness tb U"
the target in the theological arena, Giien a large
area of agreement between Professor Meland aid
myself, it w-ould be easy for me to lose myself in
a criti_que of_the minutiae of his theology. But if I
have learned anything as a student ol Professor
Meland, I have ieatnid that criticism to be con-
structive cannot lose itself in the jungle of minutiae
9f qhe position under scrutiny. Suc[ criticism can
be but-petty criticism and is therefore not a suit-
able way to honor Bernard E. Meland.
_ Constructive criticism must focus upon general
but crucial morphological features of ihe p-osition
under critique. It is my intention to do iirst that
in spite of Melands warning that the target which

Gpnnenn E. Srrecr.nn holds the B.D., M,A., and Ph.D. degrees from the Divinity School of the Uni-
yelsit-l of Chieago; he has also studied at the University of Bonn in Germany. buring Ig61-64, Dr.
lniegler was chairman of the deparhnent of religion at Ha-verford College, Haveriord, Pa. lle is now Pro-
feslor-of C_onte-mporary Theology at Berkeley Biptist Divinity School and Graduate Theological Union,
Berkeley, California.
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should probably modify it as follows: Meland is a
mystical cultural naturalist. I thiqk Meland's
"empirical realism" should be understood in the
light of the modified description. The movement
of thought from simple mystical naturalism to
empirical realism reflects Meland's increasing
recognition of the fundamental unity of cultural
and natural processes. The movement in the di-
rection of what he calls "empirical realism" repre-
sents an effort on his part to make his naturalism
more inclusive by way of naturalizing culture. Man
as a natural and cultural entity is part of the Cre-
ative Passage and within it he is necessarily subject
to the energetic force of natural and cultural in-
heritance. Man cannot escape from his natural
and cultural specificity. Man as a natural and cul-
tural being responds elementally, though specif-
ically, 'to what is everpresent as an ultimate

that is not of our own willing or deffning." The
end of theology,.just as of worship, is this goodness
which Meland says we do not create "but which
creates and saves us." It is the end of theology
"to attend" to this "datum." Meland's theology-is
sustained by the simple faith and trust that man
in his "natural home" is supported and challenged
by "^ primordial and provident goodness, the ef-
ffcacy of which can be discerrred in every event
of creativity, sensitivity and negotiability." To
attend to this goodness, operative within the
stream of natural-cultural actuality, is the end of
the theological task, But as the ground of theology
it is also its abyss. The theological task is to
penetrate nature-culture in a worshipful quest for
that "Ultimate Efficacy''which is the transcendent
or ultimate depth within "Man's Natural Home."
This goodness to which we must attend is the
Really Real or the Holy. And the theologian is a
theologian-poet who in his constant effort to name
the Holy, seeks it in its awesome purity. Meland
called this quest in the subtitle to Modsrn Manis
Worshi.p'A Search for Reality in Religion," and
today he might well call it the search for the "real-
ities of faith." His naturalistic faith is most beauti-
fully expressed in a succinct confessional state-
ment,

I have done my best in these pages to declare a
truth about the Christian faith that will not let me go,
and which motivates my every word in formulating
a Christian theblogy. That truth is that the realities
of this faith are living, vital energies in the immediacies
of experience.

in the immediacy of the stream of events there is
always an ultimate dimension. The present re-
sponse to the ultimacy in immediacy is in part de-
ffned by past responses and past responses are
interpreted out of the living present response. This
response is the response of man as a natural and
cultural being in his wholeness. Hence, there is
no part of man's natural-cultural world devoid of
the sacred. The Ultimate Efficaey "can be dis-
cerned in every event of creativity, sensitivity and
negotiability." Man responds to universal de-
mands but his response is not universal. The
Christian response ii a particular response to the
creative presence of God; as such it is at least
partially novel by reference to other or previous
responses. This novel response is made possible
"by the emergence of a sensitivity . . . within the
human structure, enabling God to assume a new
degree of concreteness in human history." But
Meland insists that "Nothing ontologically new oc-
curred in this New Creation; that is nothing new
ontologically occurred in God's character. But
something quite new as a social energy was re-
Ieased into history."

Meland's complex methodological utterances
express in a more intricate way his naturalistic
faith that the "reality of God' is of "a piece with
the Creative Passage," that man Iives within the
giveness of a creative matrix which is not of his
own making. Within this matrix man encounters
Grace. Nature and culture testify to goodness
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when the search for

permit it to preserve the awesome purity of the
Numen. At least for the Christian theologian op-
erating w-ithin the framework of the Christ myth,
this quest for purity or theological humility seems
mistaken. Why should the Christian theologian
constantly quest for theological purity when his
God chose to show himself in "impurity''P Why
must the Christian theologian constantly work for
humility by keeping his theology free of the world,
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"Creative Passage," we must as theologians spell
out what Meland calls "the energies of grace and
judgment" in their concrete operation within
nature-culture. With Meland I am tired of having
the question put in the way in which it was done
at this occasion. But I am tired for different rea-
sons, for theology and culture are of course sub-
stantively related, just as God and the world are
substantively, related. The theological task is pre-
cisely posed by this substantive relation. The aim
of theology is to explicate that relationship spe-
cifically a"nd not to 6stablish it, except by #ay'of
explicdting it. I am willing to'share'in Mehhd's
faith abstractly formulated- in the notion of the
"Creative, Passage." I am willing to accept the
abstract formulalion of the realitiof man s itance
within this "Creative Passage" as an "elemental
response." But as Meland reiognizes, the elemen-
tal response is concrete only in what he calls myth.
\4rith Meland, f am dubious of the theological irse-
fulness of de-mythologizing as a procesl to im-
merse oneself in the emptiness of universal terms,
particularly if one assumes that it is possible to
escap^e "mythology" altogether. Let us accept the
specific nature of the religious response; let us ex-
plore it in rational and imaginative terms; but let
us cease trying to establish the response itself or
its universal depth component apart from its sub-
stantive concreteness. The spirit arising within the
creative passage is a specific spirit; the theologian
witnesses to this concrete spirit as a constitutive
ingredient in nature-cultule. Witness to the ulti-
mate depth as such is empty; only witness to con-
crete shapes of spirit has ffber. The issue is not:
does the church, does culture or the individual wit-
ness to the substantive involvement of God in
the world; the issue is: "What is the theological
tqsk!" The,theologian stipulates as the grolnd
of the theological task the substantive relation
of God and world; he works at interpreting the
concrete actuality of that substantive relation.

His task must justify his ground; apart from that
justification speculative concern for the ground
can be recognized as part of the theological pro-
legomena. In his work the theologian must stipu-
late that he takes a particular stan6e; he interpiets
this stance critically- in its actual past and pr6sent
participation in the processes of &ncretiori of na-
ture-culture. Let us grant Meland's assumption
that the religious response is concrete and ='that
our culture cannot extricate itself from the Judaic-
Christian mytho{' and proceed from there to an
interpretative penetration of nature-culture, build-
ing upon our particular stance while shaping it.
Only when nature-culture becomes the subitantive
content of theology can theology have substance.
This is the reason why church historians are fre-
quently the best theologians; the best constructive
theology, is_ a theology which is deliberately also
historical theology or cultural theology. We must
escape from the theological stalemate produced
by a narcissistic or masochistic reiteration of the
question whether theology is substantively related
to nature-culture. Of course it is - let 

-us 
leave

theologi_cal prolegomena behind and begin to the-
ologize by e_xplicating in finite, conceptually pre-
cise terms that substantive relationship bet#een
God and the world. Never fear that j'our theo-
logical _statements will attain absoluteness; just
worry that they be definite so that they may offer
themselves up to God for judgment. 'Let us sin
bravely in theologizing. We must proceed on the
presupposition of a substantive relation of God
and world. Neither God nor the world as such
can be the end of theology unless we wish to lead
theology into the abyss. Let us not attempt to
name the Holy - perh,aps we may worship it - but
let us name the world as that which is hallowed.
The Holy if sought itself apart from its holied pres-
ence vanishes into the- emptiness of nothingness,
Better to fail in a theology of deffniteness thln to
fail in a theology of emptiness.
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building has been renewed.
If the works of art open up and reveal what

was closed and hidden, a breaktirough must occur
in every artistic encounter with reflity, a break
through the familiar surface of our world and
our own self. Only if the things as they are
ordinarily seen and'heard and to?ched anb felt
are left behind, can art reveal something out of
another dimension of the universe. \Mithout
breaking_ our natural adherence to the familiar, the
pgygt of art cannot grasp us. Therefore new ways
of disclosing the world'have always aroused tfie
resistance of those who wanted t6 stay securely
with the familiar. This is not the tate oi aparticri-
l_ar style, for instance the expressionistic; ft is the
fate, of every unfamiliar wiy of looking at the
world. It was the glory of thii museum *id of th"
artists whose worki it'chose, that they fought for
the unfamiliar and for the insecure. M'any deative
breakthroughs from the familiar to the ,r'rrf"*iliur,
from the su-rface to the depth, have been shown on
these walls. And we who are Lere today as gratefui
friends of the old Museum hope that ihi, "*ill"_
main so in the renewed housel There is a rule in
the life of the spirit, unfortunate but inescapabte."the rule of the forgotten 

-breakthrougtr.* ftreoriginal creative breakthrough is the ,es.rit of great
tensions, inner struggles, victories and defiats,
oscillations between [6pe and despair, overcoming
of external resistance, ind a ffnal^feeiinE of irrrr"?
certainty, Iiberation and elation. But *f,"r, it has
happened and 

_its_ creative power is visible, the
unfamiliar slowly,beco*e. a-part of the familiar,
things.from the-depth becomt pieces of the sur-
face; the new way, 6nc_e opening_^up and revealing,
has lost its power. What was breakthrough his
become repetition.^ The toil and the glory"of the
fi_rst experience is forgotten. Certainlf ariists can
always appe_ar who, within a given iorm, reveal
unseen possibilities, creating thJ unfamiliar within
the boundaries of the familiar. They are rare and
e_qual _to those through whom tn! nrri fr""f.-
through occurred. And their works, like those of
the others, retain their revealing power to the
:pegtatqrs for all later generationi. 'Th"y are the
lasting \aryest_ o{ a br-eakthrough, because they
have embodied the surprise, the"genuineness, thL
revealing power of tEe breakt6rough in their
mature creation. This justiffes the iruseums of
classical art, and certainly a museum of modern
art must try to grow in parts into a museum of
classical art. But in order to become classical
tomorrow, a work of art must have been revolu-
tionary today.

The-past history of the Museum happened in
a period of continuous artistic rebellions and many
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breakthroughs in a short time. There is, however,
a common charactdristic in the whole period since
the turn of the century: the predominlance of the
exp_res_sio_nistic element over against the realistic
and idealistic. A consequence 6f this was a more
radical disruption of the surface of things, a more
intensive piercing into their elements, a more
sensitive vision of their demonic depth than has
happened for centuries. And as a theoiogian I want
to- say that this period, in spite of its poverty of
religiou,s paintings and sculptures in the traditional
sense of the,word, is a period in which the religious
dimension has appeared with astonishing p6wer
in non-religious works. The collections of this
museum and many of its exhibitions are one of the
most important witnesses to this situation.

When we look from the past to the future, we
discern a radical movement which rgally goes to
the roots. Let me call it 'the art of non-irt" or,

for these
fresh en-

this, they
should be

put before them as in "religion of non-religion" and
"art of non-art."

How is all this related to our daily life, in which
we ordinarily live? The breakthr6ush is a nre-
condition_ foi' bringing the deeper tfrings of ^Iife
into our life. But it is not the end; the-way into
the depth must be followed by a return io the
surfacel The images of our daily encounter, ffgures
and faces, must bdhansformed'*ith the help Jf the
elements out of which reality is constituted. Such
returns have started. We do not know what their
development will be. But one thing we know: it
is not those who have remained wiih the familiar
and have resisted the changes in the last neriod
who will determine this de?elopment, but'those
who went into the depth, who dared to show the
radically unfamiliar, and then returned. We hope
that,_while the past history of the museum was
mostly a descending below the surface, the future
history will also be a transforming ascendence to
the surface on which we live. But what is decisive
is that the works of art which will find a home in
this museum retain the revealing power they had
in the ffrst period of its histoty' 
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